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A Message From Your Editor Judy Keenan

I

t is so easy to get lost in a sea of never-ending
pessimism with all that is going on in the world today. So,
let’s take the optimism road. February symbolizes piety,
humility, spiritual wisdom, and sincerity.
I feel our club has all of the above especially humility. It has
been said that people with humility are humble and show
generosity, helpfulness, and gratitude. Sounds just like
GVACS!
During the epidemic, GVACS has stuck together, reached
out to non-members and members when needed. Hang in
there, keep the positive thoughts and love flowing.
Blessings, Judy

“Friction

NIAGARA
CUSTOM
PLATING

Material Specialist”

Samuel Damico

Michael Bobick

2538 Seneca Avenue

PH (585) 924-3717
827 Phillips Road
FX (585) 924-3713
Victor, New York
www.rochesterclutch.com info@rochesterclutch.com

Niagara Falls, NY 14305
716/297-1410
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A Message From Your President Don Dear
021 is starting off on a positive note

The GVACS Allegheny

with the COVID vaccine rolling out. It

Summer tour is on the

will take several months for us all to get

2021 calendar. Save the

it, so be patient. The AACA Annual

dates August 15-21. Fun

meeting in Philadelphia has been postponed until

activities are planned in

April. The Brass Lamp will make every effort to

the Bradford, Pennsylva-

keep you up to date on postponements/

nia area. Plan to join

cancellations. Here’s hoping that our 2021 GVACS

your GVACS friends. See

activities can go on as planned.

the infomercial in this

Our activity calendar still has a couple slots

issue.

available for fun car events. If you are inclined

Enjoy the ride!

to volunteer, but need an idea or help planning,

Don

let me or a Board member know. We will make
it happen.

“BUY WHERE THE PROS BUY”

995 CARTER STREET•ROCHESTER, NY 14621
PHONE:
585.467.5858
OR
5 8 5 . 3 4 2 . 7 0 2 6
E MAIL: SALES@ARATARIAUTOFINISHERS.COM
WWW.ARATARIAUTOFINISHERS.COM

Catering
THE
& Parties
LOG
315/986-9224
CABIN
2445 West Walworth Rd.
RESTAURANT Macedon, NY 14502
The area’s largest Wednesday nite cruise in. Come join us.
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08 Jerry & Nancy Huffman
19 Bob & Dot Gaylord
01 Rand Warner

10 Brad Sargent
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11 Barb Wild

08 Nick Ferrante

16 Linda Klein

08 Bob Joseph

20 Dick Steeb

09 William O’Connor, Jr.

25 Sharon Kron

09 Bob Klingensmith

28 Charles Bruno

1951
1974
1966

70
47
55

January Anniversary Corrections
There were two errors in the list of Anniversaries
published in the January issue of The Brass Lamp.
It should have read:
11 Charlie & Nancy Bauder
1964
57
12 Kevin & Mary Sheedy
1957
64
Happy belated Anniversary
to the Bauders and the Sheedys!

George McNeil passed away peacefully at
90 years of age on January 6, 2021 at St.
Ann's Nursing Home. Predeceased by his
beloved wife Betty. George and Betty
McNeil were married 60 years before
Betty passed away in 2012. He has
missed her greatly. A highlight of their life together was
driving their antique cars on 25 Glidden tours across the
United States. Please celebrate George’s life with a hearty
breakfast of pancakes and real maple syrup.

It is with sadness that we are sharing
the passing of GVACS member
Brett Norton, owner of North Star Auto
Electric in Macedon, which he started in 1985 with his
father, Harry. Our condolences goes out to his wife
Michelle and his family.
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1935 Chevrolet Phaeton
from Oct. 2006 The Brass Lamp by Harold Gilbert
After driving my old 2 door standard 1935 Chevrolet
Sedan 190,000 miles in ten years, including two trips
out west to Oklahoma and Colorado and a trip to
California when the car was 13 years old and well
over 100,000 miles on it and in 1948 we drove it up
through the New England States on our wedding
trip., we bought a ‘49 Chevrolet.

drove it up on the trailer and chained it down.
I went in and paid the lady. She said, “We cleaned it
all up so you would be sure to take it.” I would have
paid $600, if she asked. She said, “We were just
thinking about advertising it in the paper when you
called.” My husband works for the telephone
company and he was being transferred to Orchard
Park, NY.

After driving the ‘49 Chevrolet a few months, I
missed the old ‘35 and its SNAPPY performance. I
decided I’d like a Roaster or a Phaeton (if they made
one). I advertised in the HCCA and AACA for 2 years
with no results.

She continued, “The car was bought new by an
elderly man. When WWII came with gas rationing,
etc., he put it up on blocks. It set for 17 years, then a
Chevrolet agency bought it.” She bought it from
them.

In 1957 I had been corresponding with a fellow from
Darian,
CT,
Stamford suburb. I owed him
a letter and casually mentioned
that I was still
looking for a
standard
‘35
Roaster or a
Phaeton.
He
wrote right back
and said, “There
is a Phaeton
about a mile
from me. She is
asking $200 for it.” I nearly bought it in ‘54, but got a
‘13 Ford instead, as it was older.

My friend was
very active in
the nearby Car
Club
Regions.
Why he never
told
anyone
about the car I
don’t know. Everything pointed
to the fact that I
was just supposed to have it.
I know the trailer was overloaded, as it was licensed for 1500 lbs. and I estimated
the car weighted 2400 lbs. I hoped it looked light.
Things sent well and about 10pm we stopped in
Corning for coffee. When we came out a trooper
was looking it over. I thought this is it. He was an
older trooper and said, “He used to drive one like it
when it was new and it would go like a S.O.B.” He
didn't think about the weight or didn’t care.

He sent me the owners manual from the door pocket. It was dirty and dusty but I knew it would clean
up good. I made a quick phone call and set up a
pickup time for the next Saturday.
With my open trailer, we started at 5am and arrived
about 10:30am. I was all prepared to haul it out of
the barn (dirt and all). To my surprise, it was outside
and all cleaned up. He said, “I changed the battery,
checked the oil and put in $5.00 worth of gas”. I

After some minor engine work, I drove it from July
1957 until the Fall of 1959. During that time, I got it
weighed and it weighed 2570 lbs. and with that 85
Continued on page 7
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1935 Chevrolet Phaeton

Continued from page 6

HP engine give it 1 HP for every 30 lbs. It’s snappier
that my old 2 door sedan.

were 1160 made in the US in 1935, with 200 made in
Canada.

By then the original upholstery and top was getting
tattered. So I tore it down for a frame up restoration.
I found the stenciling on the right side of the frame
7/8/35. I did painting that
didn’t show and everything
else but upholstery and top.

They were made in 4 different places in the US with
nearly all the production in one place was exported.
The production in each place averaged about 250.
New, the cost was $485.00
FOB, Tarrytown, NY.
I finished the restoration in
Sept. ‘62. We drove it everywhere over the years, including a trip to Indianapolis,
Indiana, which was the 10th
anniversary of the Chevrolet
Club. We took our picture of
my Chevrolet on the Indianapolis 500 Racetrack.
Marilyn and I and our 3 children enjoyed a wonderful
trip of over 1400 miles, going around by Cleveland
and returning by Canada and Buffalo.

I wrote to Chevrolet and
asked where it was made,
how many was made and the
cost new. I asked the bodymaker as it didn’t have the
usual “Fisher” body plate on
the firewall and the “Fisher” emblem on the lower
right cowl.
Well, 5 weeks went by and I wrote another letter to
Chevrolet again. I asked the same questions. I said,
“Our club has members that have Ford products and
the Ford Motor Company is more than glad to help
with car History.” Chevrolet could do the same if
they care too.

But exactly 5 weeks later on August 29, 1971, we
were struck nearly head on by an epileptic driver
coming home from a GVACS function. I had 9 ribs
and pelvis broken. Our 5 year old son was in traction
for 55 days with a compound facture of the thigh
bone (femur).

In 10 days I received everything including a 8x10 picture. They stated why it didn’t bear “Fisher” body
identifications; “that is was not a ‘Fisher’ body.” Fish-

During his stay, he had his 6th birthday. GVACS
showed up with 15 or more antique cars and gifts for
him. There he was with both feet up in traction. At
the end of the day he said, “It’s the best birthday I
ever had!” Marilyn begged off the hospital so she
could take care of our 13 and 15 year old, that by
God’s grace wasn’t with us.
The car was fixed by the Insurance Company that hit
me with no questions asked. At a cost of $13, 041.
The body man’s wages were $8.00 per hour. I think
inflation has set in since.
I think by now you understand how I feel toward this
car. The more I drive it, the better I like it.
Editor’s note: The pictures with this article came from online
pictures. There were no printable pictures to go with this article.

er made only closed bodies. It was made in Tarrytown, NY by Chevrolet by special order. There
7
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Jeep, The Surprising Survivor - A Murray Stahl Muse

eep, just
the name
makes
most
people
smile. It’s difficult
to write a story
about the Jeep
without using the
word crude. It’s
true though, by
design,
Jeeps
aren't exactly polished and serene
modes of transportation.
The
Italians have this wonderful word for a car that truly
describes a Jeep, it’s a Macchina. This one word
conveys the sense that it’s a machine not the
kitchen appliance that so many current vehicles
have morphed into. If you play the word association
game most words that come to mind when “Jeep” is
mentioned aren't exactly complimentary. Words
like, crude, noisy, leaky and rough pretty much
define
the
open
Jeeps
and have for
the
80-year
production
run of “open”
Jeeps. Yet well
over half of
todays
Jeep
Wranglers are sold to women.

of mid-century America. Almost everything about
this little vehicle is improbable starting with its
name derived from a Popeye Comic book. The Jeep
design team worked for a company (Willys) with
slightly less resources
than your local bodega;
yet they created an icon.
The original Jeep was
born in 1940. It continues today in a version
only incrementally updated through 80 years
of constant production.
A truly remarkable run for a vehicle that was
designed for war and continued as a go-anyplace,
leisure time fun machine. Since 1940 there have
been many significant automobiles produced; it’s
actually laughable that the crude, rude unassuming
little Jeep survived virtually intact almost 7 decades.
The open Jeep has arguably the longest production
run of an open vehicle ever manufactured. Oh, it’s
had facelifts and modernization but no one mistakes
a short wheelbase, open Jeep for anything other
than what it is.
As this is written, Jeep is marketing a 4-door open
Jeep that looks to be a success. Who would have
picked Jeep to revive the 4-door Convertible model?
Yes, its doors are still removable. Jeep added the
first automatic Transmission on a 4-wheel drive in
1962 but it was 1976 before the slush-shift
appeared on open CJ models. True to its heritage, a
Standard tranny remains the most prevalent shifter
on open Jeeps. It’s still true that any kind of Jeep
roof will be a leaky, flapping affair. Jeeps without
a top are still a very common sight on our roads
bobbing along on knobby
tires. This is a minimalist
vehicle as designed and
remains one to this day.
The newest open Jeep
has a cup holder but the
short wheelbase and the
big knobby tires conspire

Many Jeep sport a logo on their spare tires saying
“It’s a Jeep thing.” Jeep people are a minor cult that
isn’t interested in a billowy ride or a car that parks
itself. They delight in a vehicle that demands to be
driven by an alert driver. A trip in an open Jeep over
paved or dirt roads requires the driver to adjust as
he bounces and jounces down the road. There were
no doors on the early Jeeps and even today doors
are easily lifted off. It was always a rough riding,
noisy, drafty vehicle. The windshield was a fold
down until the 60s.
It’s an incredible rag to riches then again to rags tale
8
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Jeep, The Surprising Survivor - A Murray Stahl Muse
to ensure that your coffee will spill all over your
Carhart jacket.

the noisy, cramped Wrangler and CJ.
In the beginning the Army wanted a fast, light re-con
vehicle that could cross-fields and ford streams. As
in all things Government they set an impossible
completion date of 49 days then compounded it
with unrealistic specifications. Wonder of wonders it
happened. It was little Bantam Company that
provided the Army’s answer. Bantam needed the
original $79,000 stipend tied to the 49-day contract
just to keep the lights on at their little plant in Butler
Pa. Ford and Willys also accepted the challenge.
Bantam’s facility resembled a garage more than a
plant. The final “approved” Jeep was a Willy’s
modified design with a Willy’s 4-lung engine.

It’s unlikely that the design team that put the first
prototype together
ever envisioned the
many uses it would
be put to or the
absolute love affair
that future owners
would affix to their
Jeeps. Its reach far
exceeded the cult
status state of the
British Mini, VW
Beetle and Fords
Model-A. Cult cars
become one of the
family; you give them names and treat them with
respect. One quarter ton Jeeps are like Babies,
everyone loves them. You’ll see Jeeps all over on
sunny days. Look at the drivers; you won’t see
Rolexes the size of toasters or guys sporting gold
chains, it’ll be baseball hats and tee shirts with wide
smiles and mud on their pants.

The Army used a bit of
sleight of hand to ease
Bantam out of the mass
production picture and
Ford and Willy’s ended
up with the major contracts, eventually Ford
built 700K to Willys
300K Jeeps. Celebrated
War
correspondent
Ernie Pyle characterized
the Jeep vehicle in this
way. "It's as faithful as
a dog, as strong as a
mule and agile as a
goat." As for Bantam, they only produced 2,674
Jeeps in total and manufactured their last one just
before Pearl Harbor then faded into oblivion.

My own exposure to the Jeep came about when we
were visiting the Southwest. In Moeb, Utah we rented a Jeep to tour through the mountains in nearby
Arches National park. What a hoot it was pounding
up one-lane roads filled with switchbacks in low-low
four-wheel drive. It was hot, dusty, noisy and great
fun. In this little town of about 20,000 souls every
other vehicle was a Jeep and in fact Moeb boasted
two Jeep dealers. The frou-frou, SUVs with leather
interiors and multiple cup holders that populate our
flatlands were close to non-existent out west.
There is a large
portion of the
US
where
Jeeps rule and
they aren't the
recent
airconditioned
barges named
after
Indian
tribes; they are

Willys Overland had struggled on the fringes of the
US Auto market for so long that like a sneak thief it
had developed a sixth sense for survival. It
maneuvered itself into position to be the one
company that’s forever associated with Jeep. They
were hungrier than Ford because unlike Ford they
really had no real “next act” postwar product plans.
So, it came to pass that by 1942 Willys were
planning a civilian Jeep.
They began using scarce assets to buy ads promoting
a main street USA version of the Jeep as the perfect
postwar vehicle; the ads always featured the Willys
9
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Jeep, The Surprising Survivor - A Murray Stahl Muse
name prominently lest anyone think that the Jeep
was a Ford product. The New York Times had a backpage story in May of 1943 that the Fair-Trade
Commission agreed that Willys-Overland claimed to
have created the Jeep, that was false but by then
Willys had appropriated title to the Jeep name in the
public’s perception; perception became reality. A
short, nasty court fight in 1943 left Willys free to
create the image of Willys Jeep, the only Jeep.

would make hardly a ripple in that market.” By ‘53
he was looking for a way out and badly needed a
cash cow to mitigate his losses. Jeep had a steadily
profitable, niche business that needed little investment as it was blessed with infrequent model changes. Today we would state it as, “nice cash flow, little
need for more
investment,
simplypriceless.”

It’s ironic that the very successful Jeep has helped
prop up a total of five struggling companies in
various stages of financial difficulty. It took until
1950 for Willys to obtain the United States Trademark Registration for the Jeep name. Since then,
ownership of the Jeep trademark, which is also
registered internationally, has passed from WillysOverland to Kaiser to American Motors Corporation,
and most recently, to Chrysler Corporation. Today,
Chrysler Corporation owns over 1,150 registrations
for the Jeep® trademark throughout the world; it is
listed as Fiat-Chrysler’s major asset. At wars end
Willys had fully developed the civilian Jeep and
began an ad blitz marketing its prowess to returning
GIs and farmers. It was little removed from the Army
version and as familiar as rain to the GIs.

It was at this
time that Studebaker had a
little cash on
hand, Jeep was
for sale. They
might have purchased Jeep; it was a cash cow and they could have
snatched it away from Kaiser. The basic Jeep line had
continued with only small, incremental changes for
30 plus years. Jeeps were always profitable and
Studebaker-Jeep line would have produced a
predictable profit instead of the predictable loss that
their truck division promised. The Aero Willy’s sedan
could have been Studebaker’s Rambler; it was a
good design, well before its time. Letting Kaiser
purchase Jeep for peanuts was a major mistake for
Studebaker and Nash. The 53 Jeep model update
featured a new but still small engine called the
“Hurricane.” The body looked for all the world like a
Jeep but had a new
hood and some grille
changes, all very incremental. Over 155K of
this new model were
produced. In 1970,
after almost twenty
years of growing the
business Kaiser Jeep
sold out to the
American Motors Corp.
(AMC). This was incidentally fifteen years
after the death of
Kaiser’s
automobile

Willys called it CJ-2A and it remained virtually unchanged until 1953 when Willys-Overland sold out to
Kaiser Industries for the bargain price of $6o Million.
An updated model was already in the works at the
time of the sale so Kaiser didn’t need immediate
cash for face-lifts. The sale to Kaiser is interesting. By
1953
cagey
old
Henry Kaiser knew
that his bid to
shoulder his way
into the automotive
big leagues had
failed. As he stated
in an interview, “we
knew we had to bet
$50 Million dollars to
enter the car market; what we didn’t
realize though is the
fact that this money

Continued on page 11
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Jeep, The Surprising Survivor - A Murray Stahl Muse
adventure in the US. In a few short years AMC was
selling Jeeps at a 180K unit pace. They had split the
civilian
business
from the military
contract production
by creating American General Corp. In
1976, AMC introduced the CJ-7. It
was the first major
change in the open
Jeep in 23 years. The
CJ-7 was mounted on a slightly longer wheelbase
than the CJ-5 to allow an automatic transmission to
be fitted. For the first time Jeep offered an optional
molded top and real steel door. AMC finally
discontinued the CJ-5 after a 30-year production run.
In 1987 AMC introduced the Wrangler (model YJ)
and it retained all the expected Jeep “stuff.” It had
doors that could be removed and round headlights.
The windshield still folded down and a choice of a
soft-top or removable hardtop. In a bow to safety a
roll bar was standard equipment. The Wrangler
entered Jeep history 47 years after the first Jeep was
conceived and it still looked very much like its parent
and it was still noisy and leaky.

their owners but in the Jeep
its “cheap Chic.” An open
Jeep is just cool without
spending Bentley Convertible
money and it’s always been
cool / different. Mustangs,
Corvettes and Road Runners
had that coolness for a time
but the Jeep aura has persisted for close to seventy years,
Hoo-rah. The new Jeep Wrangler is still an open car
that’s noisy and leaks. The doors still can be lifted off
and it still looks like the wartime Jeep’s older
brother.
It now has a four-door sibling that has extended the
open Jeep franchise that still sells in meaningful
numbers; A survivor indeed. The Jeep is now an icon
but history has noted that it was birthed by a
company in dire financial shape and then was passed
through another four owners that were also in
various states of financial difficulty. Through it all the
Jeep stood out as the rock solid asset for each of its
owners; always profitable, always fun.
Epilogue: Around the world Jeeps serve in many
ways. The United Nations has adopted this
all-purpose machine as the standard field car for
its relief agencies. They are superb as emergency
vehicles, and
farmers
use
them as small
all-purpose
tractors
but
mostly
they
are simply fun.
The Jeep is
also a favorite
among American sportsmen,
for it can tackle both bogging sands and the most
primitive road. Jeeps still meet adoring glances from
ex-servicemen, and a new generation has grown
up to supply the cars with eager young swains. In
true Hollywood fashion it was "love at first sight"
and, like the typical happy ending, it lasts
for life.

Through the long life of the Wrangler, 633 thousand
would be sold. In 1987 a year after the introduction
of the Wrangler, American Motors Corporation was
sold to the Chrysler Corporation and the popular
Jeep brand became a part of the Jeep/Eagle Division
of Chrysler Corporation. Of all the products that AMC
produced Chrysler’s interest was only on the Jeep.
Chrysler now manufactures Jeeps in the USA,
Austria, China, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia,
Venezuela, Argentina and Egypt. The US market
enjoys the name Wrangler for the open Jeep while
the rest of the world sees the identical vehicles
labeled as TJ.
The open Jeep is a transcending vehicle of a type
that only a very few manufacturers have stumbled
onto the formula. People driving a Jeep are viewed
as individualistic and self-assured. The Jeep casts an
aura over its driver like few other vehicles. There are
many expensive cars that lend certain panache to
11
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GVACS Allegheny Summer Tour
Plans are in place for our August tour. It will not be 1000 miles, but you can be guaranteed lots of fun
and laughs! Save the dates August 15-21. We will be traveling to Bradford, Pennsylvania, in the heart
of the Allegheny Mountains! Make sure your brakes are in tip top working order.
Tasting cheese, maybe wine, and maple syrup- yes! Several museums are on our itinerary- Zippo Case
Museum, Penn Brad Museum (think bubbling crude, oil, that is, black gold, Texas tea), Marilyn Horne
Museum, Lucy Desi Museum, National Comedy Museum, WWII museum and a lumber museum.
Walking the Kinzua Sky Walk is a must. Overlook is twice the height of the Statue of Liberty!
If you have any questions so far, call Chris Dear at (585)-230-4108.

(585) 334 - 7420

SCHUTTS APPLE MILL

(585) 321 - 1113 FAX

Sand Blast Service
We Blast and Paint Anything

CIDER * APPLES * CHEESE
1063 PLANK ROAD

WEBSTER, NY 14580

315 Commerce Drive

PHONE (585) 872-2924 — OPEN ALL YEAR

Rochester, NY 14623

Dick Barrett
Certified Appraiser

International Vehicle
Appraisers Network
21 Hallmont Circle
Penfield, New York 14526

585-943-1655
barrett@i-van.org
www.i-van.org/barrett.htm
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Do You Know a
Military Veteran Who Would
Like to be an AACA Member?
From

the

Fall

2020

AACA

Rummage

Secretary’s Report - January 2021
January and February are quiet months
in the life of GVACS, especially this
year! As a GVACS friend said,
“Be positive…Stay positive….and
DON’T test positive!”. We hope to be
together in March for a meeting.

Box

The Military Sponsorship Program is available to
all of the Military Veterans that have proudly
served to protect our homeland and freedoms.
With this program, AACA is extending a limited
number of complimentary 2021 memberships
for first-time AACA applicants. More information on this program and an application can
be found on the AACA website under member
information and drop down to Military.

Nancy Huffman,

Secretary

These complimentary 2021 memberships are
for first-time AACA applicants and are limited by
the funds available for this program. These
complimentary applications for membership are
intended for individuals who have a genuine
interest in the antique car hobby.

AACA National Calendar and Other Events
March 2021

June 2021

17-20 - Special Winter Nationals & Special Grand
Nationals - San Juan, P.R. - Puerto Rico Region,
305-978-8037
April 2021

2-5 Eastern Division Tour (up to 1995)
Maryland - Eastern Shore Region
410-742-8342
17-19 Eastern Spring Nationals
Saratoga Springs, NY - Saratoga Region, 585-474-2406
July 2021

8-10 - Southeastern Spring Nationals, Charlotte, NC Hornets Nest Region, 704-847-4215

11-16 Vintage Tour (1931 and earlier)
Lock Haven/Wellsboro, PA
717-534-1910
August 2021

15-16, 2021 - AACA Annual Convention
Phila, PA 717-534-1910
20-23 - Southeastern Divisional Tour (up to 1966)
Central Fl - Kingdom of the Rd. Chapter, 352-638-0502
May 2021

13-14, 2021 - Western Fall Nationals
Loveland, Colorado, Poudre Valley Region
970-686-9291

6-8 Central Spring Nationals (tentative date/location)
Auburn, Indiana - 717-534-1910

September 2021

20-25 Founders Tour (1932-1996)
Davis, WV - Mt. State Classics Region, 703-869-8434

9-11, 2021 - Southeastern Fall Nationals
Greenville, SC - SC Region - 864-275-2596
13
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GVACS Activities Calendar Updated January 07, 2021
Dates 2021

Activity/Event/Speaker

February 2021 Event - Date TBD

NO Event Scheduled

March 12, 2021 Event

April 9, 2021 Event

Indoor Meeting: 7:00 PM
Topic/Speaker ???
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
3736 St. Paul Blvd, Rochester, NY
Indoor Meeting: 7:00 PM
Topic/Speaker: Honor Flight
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
3736 St. Paul Blvd, Rochester, NY

Organizer/Hosts

Need Vol./Organizer/Host

Ron DeGroff

Brunch Run
Genesee Country Village & Museum

Brian & Mary Moon

June 2021 Event - Date TBD

Ice Cream
Social

Betty Reilly &
Bob & Judy Keenan

July 2021 Event - Date TBD

National Car Collector Appreciation Day Event

Need Vol./Organizer/Host

Allegheny Summer GVACS Tour
Bradford, PA

Dears

May 23, 2021

August 15-21, 2021
Event

Summer Picnic
Foreman Park,
Pultneyville, NY

August 26, 2021 Event

September 2021 Event
Date TBD

Mystery Tour (Tentative)

Joe & Linda Kozloski

Ron DeGroff

Mystery Tour (Tentative)
October 2021 Event - Date TBD

November 12, 2021 Event

? Do you have an Event Idea?

Need Vol./Organizer/Host

Indoor Meeting: 7:00 PM - Topic/Speaker: ?
Annual Meeting and Election of Officers
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
3736 St. Paul Blvd, Rochester, NY

Need Vol./Organizer/Host

Holiday Event - 1PM
Shadow Lake Golf and Racquet Club

Jerry and Nancy Huffman

December 12,
12, 2021
2021
December
14
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